In this paper we present the NLO QCD + NLO EW corrections to the ZZZ production with subsequent Z-boson leptonic decays at the LHC by adopting the improved narrow width approximation, which takes into account off-shell contributions and spin correlations. Integrated cross sections at 13, 14, 33 and 100 TeV hadron colliders and various kinematic distributions are presented. Our numerical results show that the jet emission correction accounts for a large part of the total QCD correction, especially in the high energy region. By applying a proper cut to the jet transverse momentum, e.g., p T,jet > p cut T,jet = 50 GeV, the jet emission correction can be reduced and the cross section is less dependent on the factorization/renormalization scale. This work reveals that both the NLO QCD and the NLO EW corrections are significant. For example, the NLO QCD, NLO EW and NLO QCD + EW relative corrections in the inclusive event selection scheme at the 13 TeV LHC can reach 63.2%, −9.6% and 47.5%, respectively, which means that neither the NLO QCD nor the NLO EW correction is negligible in precision calculations.
Introduction
The discovery of the 126 GeV Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in July 2012 [1, 2] has cuased tremendous progress to be made in particle physics and represents a great victory for the standard model (SM). One of the main tasks of future experiments is to determine the gauge couplings in the SM and test the validity of the gauge principle. Triple gauge boson production at the LHC provides an opportunity for the precision measurement of quartic gauge boson couplings, and it would help us to better understand the electroweak symmety breaking [3, 4] . In the past years, the theoretical predictions for all this kind of processes at the LHC have been calculated up to the QCD next-toleading order (NLO) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , while the predictions up to the QCD + EW NLO for the pp → W W Z [14] , pp → W ZZ [15] and pp → W W W [16] processes are provided. Since precision measurements will be possible in the LHC Run2 or future colliders, the calculations of V V ′ V ′′ (V, V ′ , V ′′ = W or Z) productions, including the subsequent vector boson decays at the QCD + EW NLO, are desired. This issue was listed in the Les Houches 2013 high precision wishlist [17] , and still exists in the report of Les Houches 2015 [18] .
The ZZZ production at the LHC provides a window for studying the quartic ZZZZ coupling, and it also serves as a background to the supersymmetric tri-lepton production signature. In view of these reasons, precision calculations for this process are necessary in order to meet the requirements of the experimental measurement. The NLO QCD correction to pp → ZZZ without subsequent Z-boson decay was calculated in Refs. [6] and [8] , where the contributions from the diagrams with internal Higgs-boson exchange are neglected.
In this work, we calculate the NLO QCD + NLO EW corrections to the pp → ZZZ + X process including Z-boson leptonic decays in the SM, and find that the NLO EW correction is considerable and cannot be ignored, even though it is suppressed by the smallness of the EW coupling constant α. The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we report the calculation details, in section 3 we provide the integrated cross sections and the relevant kinematic distributions in the different event selection schemes, and finally, we provide a short summary.
Calculation strategy
At the leading-order (LO) only the partonic channel→ ZZZ contributes to triple Z-boson production at the LHC. We adopt the five-flavor scheme and neglect the masses of u-, d-, c-, s-and b-quark throughout our calculations. The representative tree-level diagrams for the→ ZZZ subprocess are shown in Fig.1 . It should be noted that the Feynman diagrams involving internal Higgs-boson exchange, e.g., Fig.1(1) , are included in our calculations, even though their contributions are relative small, accounting for about 8% at the LO. The NLO QCD calculation for the pp → ZZZ + X process was previously performed in Ref. [6] , where the authors ignored the contributions from the diagrams with internal Higgs-boson exchange.
In order to verify the correctness of our program, we have checked the NLO QCD corrected integrated cross section numerically by using both the MadGraph5 [24] package and our own program, with the same input parameters and considerations as those used in Ref. [6] . The numerical results for the NLO QCD corrected integrated cross sections are listed in Table 1 . We find that the results obtained from both packages are highly coincident with those in Ref. [6] . Since the detailed description of the NLO QCD calculation has already been given in a previous paper [6] , we provide only the calculation setup of the NLO EW corrections in this section.
Ours
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In our calculation we adopt the 't Hooft-Feynman gauge. The Feynman diagrams concerned are automatically generated using FeynArts-3.7 package [19] , and the corresponding amplitudes are algebraically simplified by employing the FormCalc-7.3 program [20] . In order to deal with the numerical instabilities which appear in the evaluation of the scalar and tensor one-loop integrals, we use the improved LoopTools-2.8 package [20, 21] which can automatically switch to quadruple precision codes when the Gram determinant is sufficiently small [22, 23] .
The NLO EW correction to the pp → ZZZ + X process includes the following four parts: (1) the EW virtual one-loop correction to pp →→ ZZZ; (2) the real photon emission correction from pp →→ ZZZ + γ; (3) the contribution of the collinear photon emission part of the quark parton distribution function (PDF) EW counterterm; (4) the photon-induced correction consisting of the contributions from pp → q/(q)γ → ZZZ + q/(q) (photon-induced subprocesses) and the collinear quark emission part of the quark PDF EW counterterm.
To analyze the origin of the NLO EW correction clearly, we separate the NLO EW correction into photonic (QED) and genuine weak corrections. The weak correction comes from the weak virtual one-loop diagrams without virtual photon exchange. In both the QCD and EW calculations, we isolate the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) divergences by adopting the dimensional regularization scheme in d = 4 − 2ǫ dimensions. We renormalize the relevant masses and fields in the on-mass-shell renormalization scheme. The definitions and expressions for the relevant renormalization constants can be found in Ref. [25] .
The renormalized electric charge is given by e 0 = (1+δZ e )e, where e 0 is the bare electric charge and δZ e is the corresponding renormalization constant. There are three schemes for the renormalization of the fine structure constant:
(1) The α(0)-scheme, where α = α(0) is defined in the Thomson limit, and the electric charge renormalization constant δZ e is written as [25] δZ
where θ W is the weak mixing angle, and ab T (p 2 ) denotes the transverse part of the unrenormalized self-energy at four-momentum squared p 2 .
(2) The α(M Z )-scheme, where α is evolved from zero four-momentum squared to the Z pole by the renormalization-group equations.
(3) The G µ -scheme, in which α Gµ is given by
and the corresponding electric charge renormalization constant is
where G µ is the Fermi constant, and ∆r is the NLO EW correction to the muon decay. The explicit expression for ∆r can be written as [26, 27] 
For the process without an external photon line at the LO, in both the α(M Z )-scheme and the G µ -scheme the large light-fermion logarithms resulting from charge renormalization in the EW correction can be cancelled. Furthermore, according to the discussions in Refs. [17] and [25] , it is suggested to use the G µ -scheme, then one can obtain some significant universal corrections to the LO contributions connected to the renormalization of the weak mixing angle.
In calculating the real photon emission and the photon-induced partonic processes, we use the two cutoff phase space slicing (TCPSS) method [28] to isolate the soft and collinear IR singularities. The singularities originating from these processes are partially cancelled by the photonic IR singularities from an exchange of the virtual photon in the loop, and the remaining singularities are absorbed by the related quark PDF EW counterterms. Then we get IR-safe results and compare the integrated cross section results with those obtained by using the dipole subtraction (DS) method [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . We find that they are perfectly coincident with each other. In further calculations, we use the DS method to calculate the integrated cross section in order to get smaller Monte Carlo errors, and adopt the TCPSS method in evaluating the kinematic distributions to avoid the so-called missed binning problem in the DS method [33] . We take the cutoffs in the TCPSS method as δ s = 10 −4 and δ c = 10 −5 , and set α DS = 0.1 in the DS method [32] to control the volume of the dipole phase space.
The quark PDF EW counterterm δΦ EW q|P consists of the collinear photon emission term (δΦ
and collinear light-quark emission term (δΦ
). These two collinear terms are expressed as below [14, 34] in the DIS factorization scheme:
where µ F and µ R are the factorization scale and renormalization scale, respectively. Q q is the electric charge carried by the initial quark q. The splitting functions P(z) and P qγ (z) are given by
and the [. . .] + prescription is understood as
The coefficient functions for the DIS scheme are given by [14, 34] 
The emission of the photon collinear to the decayed lepton leads to a correction enhancement due to large logarithms, and influences the kinematic distributions and acceptance rate of the leptons. However, large logarithms from the final-state radiation (FSR) could be prevented by defining "dressed" leptons [35, 36] , which would treat the collinear lepton-photon system as one quasi-particle.
Usually, the final-state electrons are detected automatically as "dressed" electrons by an electromagnetic calorimeter, while muons are detected at the LHC as "bare" particles by other detectors, without an automatic combination with the photons. A similar situation happens with tau leptons. In order to reduce large FSR correction, the observed "bare" leptons can be reconstructed as "dressed" leptons via photon recombination [17] . Thus, in the NLO EW calculation, we neglect the corrections from the real photon radiation off the final charged leptons, and consider the final charged leptons as "dressed" leptons in discussing their kinematic distributions.
3 Numerical results and discussion
Input parameters
The relevant SM input parameters in our calculation are listed as follows [37] :
The Z-boson decay width of Γ Z total = 2.4439 GeV in the fixed width scheme is obtained by using the MadSpin program with the above input parameters. We set all the leptons and light quarks, including the bottom quark, to be massless. Considering no charged boson exchange in the LO graphs for the ZZZ production and the unitarity of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix, it is acceptable to take CKM matrix as a unit matrix. For simplicity we take the renormalization and factorization scales as being equal (µ R = µ F = µ 0 = 
Total cross sections
In analogy to the NLO EW correction, the full NLO QCD correction to the pp → ZZZ + X process can be expressed as
where δ W and δ QED are the weak and QED relative corrections, respectively. In the above definitions, ∆σ QCD and ∆σ EW are evaluated by using NLO PDFs, and σ LO and σ 0 are LO cross sections calculated using the LO and NLO PDFs, respectively. The expression δ QCD in Eq.(3.3) indicates that δ QCD contains the NLO QCD contributions from both the dynamic matrix element and the PDFs. On the other hand, the EW correction is normalized by σ 0 but not σ LO , which guarantees δ EW to be free from the QCD correction effects in the NLO PDFs, and exposes the matrix element correction effects in a more transparent way. The full NLO QCD + EW corrected cross section is obtained by combining the NLO QCD and EW corrections via the following naive product [39] :
The numerical results of the LO, NLO QCD, NLO QCD + EW corrected integrated cross sections and the corresponding relative corrections for the ZZZ production at the 13, 14, 33 and 100 TeV hadron colliders are listed in Table 2 . The results are compared in the table by using different event selection schemes. We call the inclusive scheme without any cuts scheme I, and the exclusive scheme with the jet veto condition of p T,jet > 50 GeV scheme II. From the table, we can see that the NLO QCD relative correction is sizable, and increases steadily from 63.2% at the 13 TeV to 91.4% at the 100 TeV in scheme I. However, it decreases sharply to be no more than 24% when the jet veto cut of p T,jet > 50 GeV is applied. This means that the real gluon and light-quark emission contributions are significant and account for a large part of the full NLO QCD correction.
On the other hand, although suppressed by the smallness of the EW fine structure constant, the NLO EW correction is surprisingly remarkable in all chosen colliding energies and event selection schemes. Differing from the dramatic reduction in the NLO QCD relative correction by applying a jet veto, the NLO EW relative correction is pretty stable at about −10%. The QED relative correction δ QED is listed in Table 2 as well. We can see that δ QED is about −1.3% for all the colliding energies and event selection schemes considered. Thus, we can conclude that the NLO EW correction mainly comes from the weak correction.
In our calculation, we find that the NLO contribution from the initial photon-induced partonic processes is only about 0.1% of the full NLO EW correction, i.e., ∆σ qγ EW ∆σ EW ∼ 0.1%, therefore the theoretical uncertainty from the photon PDF can be neglected. We provide the dependence on the factorization and renormalization scales of each corrected cross section at the 13 TeV LHC in Table 3 . For simplicity, we set µ F = µ R = µ in our calculation. The scale uncertainty is defined as
From Table 3 we can figure out η LO = 3.7%, η I QCD = 12.9% and η I NLO = 12.1% for the integrated cross sections at the LO, QCD NLO and QCD + EW NLO in the inclusive event selection scheme, respectively. We can see that the scale uncertainty at the LO is much less than at the NLO, since the strong coupling constant α s only appears in the NLO matrix elements. As for the exclusive event selection scheme, we get η II QCD = 2.4% and η II NLO = 3.3% at the QCD NLO and QCD+EW NLO, respectively. The scale uncertainties are heavily suppressed in the exclusive event selection scheme, therefore we can conclude that the scale uncertainty at the QCD + EW NLO mainly comes from the real emission contributions in the QCD correction, and can be reduced by applying a jet veto.
However, in the jet veto scheme (i.e., the scheme II) the jet transverse momentum cut would induce large logarithms and therefore introduces an additional source of theoretical uncertainty. Thus, the resummation should be included in further calculations. 
Kinematic distributions
Now we investigate the kinematic distributions of the final Z-bosons as well as the subsequent Zboson leptonic decay products (Z → ℓ + ℓ − , ℓ = e, µ, τ ) for the ZZZ production at the 13 TeV LHC by taking µ R = µ F = µ 0 . In dealing with the subsequent Z-boson decays, we transform our event records into Les Houches event files [40] so that we could take use of the MadSpin method [41, 42] to obtain the Z-boson decayed events, which contain the off-shell contributions and spin correlations from the corresponding decays.
We provide the LO, NLO QCD, NLO QCD+EW corrected rapidity distributions of the final Zbosons, and the corresponding relative corrections for the pp → ZZZ + X process at the √ s = 13 TeV LHC by adopting two event selection schemes in Figs.2(a) and (b) separately. All the rapidities of the three identical Z-bosons are filled into the histograms, thus the final differential cross sections should be normalized by multiplying 1 3
1 . From the figures, we can see that the spacing between δ QCD and δ NLO is relatively fixed in the plotted rapidity region in both of the two event selection schemes. This implies that the NLO EW relative correction, being about −9.6%, hardly depends on the Z-boson rapidity. In addition, the NLO QCD relative corrections reach their maxima of about 71% and 26.2%
at y Z = 0 in the inclusive and exclusive event selection schemes, respectively. Compared to that in the inclusive event selection scheme, the NLO QCD relative correction in the exclusive event selection scheme is heavily reduced. For an event with small Z-boson rapidity, one of the final Z-bosons would have a large transverse momentum; therefore, the final jet prefers to be energetic and the event would be excluded after applying a jet veto. That is why the NLO QCD relative correction in the exclusive event selection scheme is much smaller than in the inclusive event selection scheme in the central rapidity region. In the inclusive event selection scheme, the NLO QCD relative correction increases to about 80.7%
with the increment of p Z T to 400 GeV. The NLO EW relative correction is negative in the plotted p Z T region. Its absolute value increases significantly in the high p Z T region, with an increment of p Z T due to the Sudakov effect [43, 44] , and reaches about 26.2% at p Z T = 400 GeV. As a result, the full NLO QCD + EW relative correction gradually reduces from 51.5% to 33.4% with an increment of p Z T . Similar to the discussion on the Z-boson rapidity distribution, for an event with a large p Z T , the radiated jet tends to carry a large transverse momentum, meaning the event would therefore be discarded in the exclusive event selection scheme. Thus it is reasonable that both δ QCD and δ NLO in the exclusive event selection scheme decrease with an increment of p Z T , and fall to about −17.4% and −39.1% at p Z T = 400 GeV, respectively. We study the kinematic distributions of the final leptons for the pp → ZZZ → ℓ Precision theoretical predictions for triple gauge boson productions at hadron colliders are important for investigating quartic gauge boson couplings and the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism.
In this work, we study the NLO QCD + NLO EW corrections to the ZZZ production followed by the Z-boson leptonic decays at hadron colliders. Our results show that both the NLO QCD and NLO EW corrections are significant, and the NLO EW relative corrections to the integrated cross sections at √ s = 13, 14, 33, 100 TeV hadron colliders are all about −10%. We discuss the dependence of the integrated cross section on the factorization/renormalization scale and the event selection scheme.
We also find that the involvement of the strong coupling constant in the NLO QCD correction would contaminate the tiny scale dependence of the LO prediction, but it could be refined by adopting the jet veto scheme. We present some important kinematic distributions of Z-bosons as well as leptonic decay products by adopting the MadSpin method. This shows that the NLO EW relative correction becomes remarkable in the high energy region due to the EW Sudakov effect.
So far, all the productions of V V ′ V ′′ (V, V ′ , V ′′ = W or Z) at the LHC have been calculated up to the QCD + EW NLO. The investigations show that the NLO QCD corrections to these processes in the inclusive event selection scheme are remarkable, and the relative corrections are at a level of dozens of percent. We also find that the NLO QCD correction can be heavily suppressed by applying a jet veto cut, which would introduces an additional source of theoretical uncertainty. The NLO EW corrections to the triple weak gauge boson productions are normally negative, and are relatively small compared to the corresponding QCD ones. In precision theoretical studies, these NLO EW corrections should be considered together with the NLO QCD corrections.
